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A B S T R A C T

The verification of concurrent systems often suffers the problem of
state space explosion. When the system is described with Petri nets, a
classical model for distributed and concurrent systems, a possible solu-
tion to mitigate this problem consists in using verification techniques
based on the unfolding semantics. More precisely, as formerly shown
by McMillan, given a finite state Petri net it is possible to construct
a finite approximation of the unfolding semantic — called complete
prefix — which entirely describes the behaviour of the system and can
be used to efficiently verify its behavioural properties.

This work focuses on the so called contextual Petri nets, an extension
to Petri net able to represent the use of resources in read-only mode.
While for ordinary Petri nets the problem of the construction of the
complete and finite prefix is completely understood and many tools
are available, in the case of contextual Petri nets an approach to the
construction of the complete and finite prefix has been only proposed
recently and an implementation lacks.

Starting from the theoretical results in literature and from an existing
tool for ordinary Petri nets, the aim of this work is to design and
implement an algorithm for the construction of the complete and finite
prefix for contextual Petri nets.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

During last years the interest for concurrent and distributed systems
has been constantly growing. Presently they are vastly adopted in
real world systems. Correctly designing concurrent systems is a very
hard task and verifying such systems — while critical for their correct
operation — suffers the problem of space state explosion.

Consider for example the classical problem of dining philosophers,
where a number of tasks (the philosophers’ eating) acquires, uses and
releases some resources (the plate of pasta and the two forks at their
sides). As the system exhibits an acyclic behaviour, the number of its
possible executions is simply unlimited. Moreover, the possible inter-
leavings of steps in the parallel execution of the philosophers leads
to an exponential blow up in to the total number of states of the sys-
tem. Verifying that a solution for this problem really works and gives
the correct result could imply the exploration of the space state: the
reader will argue that such verification can not take place within a
brief lapse of time. The dining philosophers problem has been vastly
studied and many different solutions for avoiding, for example, the cre-
ation of deadlocks have been proposed in literature, such as ordering
resources in a hierarchy. As this one, many other specific problems
have been modeled and solved: consider for example the producer-
consumer paradigm or other models for resource allocation. These
constitute the fundamental bricks of many modern applications.

However, finding a solution to verification problem of concurrent
systems has been and remains a major area of academical research in
computer science. To address this problem formal methods and mod-
els for verifying properties of concurrent systems have been studied,
modeled and developed. There are two main approaches to formal
verification of concurrent systems:

• one is theorem proving, where both the system and the desired
properties are described with logical formulas and mathematical
reasoning is applied to the system in order to check whether such
properties can be inferred;

• the other is model checking, an approach that tries to deduce prop-
erties by describing the system as mathematical model — typi-
cally a labelled graph — that represents all possible executions
of the original system and then explores it in order to show that
the system is a model, in a logical sense, of the properties.

While the former approach requires some manual intervention on
the verification and sometimes is hard if not impossible to apply, the
latter — when the model has a finite number of states — can be com-
pletely automated.

1.1 petri nets

To address these problems several formalisms have been proposed in
literature; here we focus on Petri nets, which are particularly good and
clear for the representation of concurrent systems.
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Figure 1: Two simple concurrent computations modeled with a Petri
net (a) and the firing of a transition t (b).

A Petri net1 is a formal model that represents a flow of information;
Petri nets were invented by Carl Adam Petri in 1939 at the age of 13

to describe chemical processes and began to be spread after his PhD
thesis [Pet62] in 1962, where he had the idea of representing a software
system in a form based on graphs. These nets are able to represent in
a clear and effective manner the various steps of evolution of a system,
keeping track of synchronization and concurrency. Furthermore, these
nets let us concentrate only on local events and not on the entire status
of a system.

Petri nets are directed bipartite graphs with two sets of nodes:

• S, the set of places which represent all the local states of a system
and contain tokens to mark them active: intuitively, places and
tokens can be seen, respectively, as idealized resources and in-
stances of such resources, and they are depicted as circles, which
represent the places, containing dots, which represent the tokens;

• T, the set of transitions which consume tokens from some places
(the so called preset) and produce tokens in other places (the
postset), graphically represented as rectangles, with incoming
directed arcs from the places to be consumed and outgoing di-
rected arcs to the places where a token must be produced. The
execution of a transition that consumes a token in its preset and
produces a token in its postset is called firing, and is graphically
represented in Figure 1 (b).

1.2 concurrency and state-space explosion

Although model checking techniques potentially automate the ver-
ification of a system model, in the case of concurrent systems the
state space explosion problem can make the approach practically non-
viable.

Consider the example shown in Figure 1 (a), which represents a very
simple system in the form of a Petri net where t0 consumes a resource
from s0 and produces a resource in s′0, so does t1 with s1 and s′1. Even
with this simple scheme the possible states of the computation are
exponential to the number of flows: t0 and t1 not executed, t0 executed
but not t1, t1 executed but not t0, both t0 and t1 executed.

The exponential growth of the state space, where a state in a com-
putation of a concurrent system is formed as a possible combination
of local states for each flow of information, leads to the problem of
state space explosion. As a consequence, finding a way of efficiently

1 Petri nets are a widely used formalism that has been applied to many areas of interest,
not just related to computer science. For a theoretical approach see [Rei85].
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1.3 unfolding as a concurrent semantic

Figure 2: Dining philosophers problem modeled with Petri nets

walking through all possible states to check the model presents some
non trivial problems.

1.3 unfolding as a concurrent semantic

To mitigate the problem of state space explosion a partial order ap-
proach has been proposed, which exploits information about concur-
rency and causality in the system in order to avoid the exploration of
all the possible interleavings. In the case of Petri nets, two main par-
tial order semantics are the unfolding semantics and the deterministic
process semantics. Here we focus on the unfolding.

The unfolding can be characterized as a maximal branching process,
where all and only the states reachable in the original Petri net are
present. Intuitively, the unfolding represents all possible executions
in an acyclic structure2. It is built inductively starting from the initial
state and, recording at each step, any possible firing of transitions.
This structure can have infinite size even for simple Nets, and as such
is barely useful in practice.

However in the case of finite systems a solution has been proposed
by McMillan[McM92]: the complete and finite prefix of the unfolding,
which is a finite portion of the unfolding that maintains the property
of reach-ability for all the states in the original network and thus does
not loose information.

The idea is that some events in the unfolding are cut-offs for the
net: that means that in the unfolding another event, which determines
the same “local status” in the original net, exists, and that event has
already been found during the unfolding (i.e. its height from the root
is lower or its history has a lower cardinality).

2 For a theoretical approach to the unfolding, see [NPW81]
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Figure 3: A detail of a contextual Petri net

1.4 contextual petri nets

Traditional Petri nets do not allow to model directly highly concurrent
systems that often access resources and do not consume them. In these
nets resources can only be consumed or produced, and nothing else.

A mild extension of basic Petri nets, introduced to face this problem,
is the so called “Contextual Petri Nets”, where the transitions do not
only consume and produce resources, but also read from some context.

As it is shown in Figure 3, a contextual Petri net also has some arcs
without arrows at their end: those arcs are used by events to access
read-only resources (like b′) without consuming them. A token — a
mark for a resource — is consumed from a place if it is in the preset of
a transition; if it is in the context it is only checked for availability.

Consistently with the view that resources connected via read arcs are
accessed in a “read only” manner, several transitions can be executed
concurrently sharing the same context.

Events can only occur if there are tokens in their preset and their
context, but only the resources in the preset are consumed. As we
notice from the example in Figure 4, showing a firing sequence, the
resource present in s0 is consumed, while the resource in s1 is only
read; a resource is then produced in s1.

s0

s1

s2

s0

s1

s2

Figure 4: A contextual Petri net (a) before and (b) after the occurrence
of an event

It is also possible to encode this situation with consume-produce
loops, discarding the information on the history of the computation,
when we are just interested on reachability: we can replace every read
arc with two traditional arcs, one that goes from a resource to the
transition, and the other from the transition back to the resource, as
shown in Figure 5 (b).

However, when we unfold the net obtained by this transformation,
the number of events and conditions might explode due to the se-
quentialization imposed on readers. A cleverer encoding, proposed
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Figure 5: (a) A safe contextual net; (b) its encoding by replacing read
arcs with consume/produce loops; (c) its concurrency-preserving PR-
encoding.

in [VSY98] and hereafter referred to as the place-replication encoding
(PR-encoding), consists of creating “private” copies of the read places
for each reader (see Figure 5(c)). In this way, for safe nets the encoding
does not lead to a loss of concurrency, and thus the explosion of the
number of events and places in the unfolding can be mitigated.

A direct solution that applies to arbitrary bounded semi-weighted con-
textual nets has been proposed in [BCKS08]. This approach extends
McMillan’s idea to contextual Petri nets, and presents an equivalent
construction of a complete and finite prefix for the contextual case.
Similarly to traditional Petri nets, an algorithm has been proposed for
the unfolding3. This thesis studies the original algorithm and its con-
textual extension, and studies an approach for its implementation.

1.5 theoretical outline

The main difference between McMillan’s algorithm and that proposed
for contextual Petri nets can be explained with the notion of history of
an event. Intuitively, the history of an event e in a computation C is the
set of events in C which must occur before e. For McMillan’s algorithm
on ordinary nets the history of an event in a computation is unique
and independent from the computation, whereas [BCKS08] essentially
relies on the observation that, in a contextual net, a single event can
have different histories, depending on the computation in which the
event occurs. Consequently, the algorithm in [BCKS08] requires to
make distinction between different histories for the same event.

3 Unfolding in the case of contextual Petri nets has been discussed in [BCM01].
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Figure 6: A Petri net (a) before firing, (b) after the firing of t0 and (c)
after the firing of t1.

Consider the example in Figure 6: a portion of a net is shown in
(a) with its initial marking; after the firing of t0 (b), s′0 is marked: the
sequence of events that have been activated to mark s′0 is {t0}; after
the firing of t1 (c), also s′1 is marked, but now there are two sequences
that lead to mark s′0: {t0} and {t0, t1}. If we then — proceding in the
unfolding — would have consumed s′0 with another transition in the
unfolding, we could have done it in two ways:

1. considering the history where both t0 and t1 fired;

2. considering the history where only t0 fired: in this case the reader
should notice that t1 will never fire anymore in any extension of
such history.

There would have been two possible histories when consuming s′0,
one which contains t0 and t1, another where t1 will never fire (unless
there are loops that bring tokens to s′0 again). Histories are then an
essential part of information for the problem.

1.6 approach to the implementation

While for the theory proposed in [BCKS08] histories are defined as
configurations — that is sets of events that fired in a computation —
and are bound to events, to construct and realize an algorithm for
unfolding contextual Petri nets a good approach is to bind histories to
conditions, as when constructing a new history for an event we need
to use histories taken from the read and consumed conditions.

Another issue that has been faced in the implementation of the al-
gorithm is the definition of a technique for incrementally constructing
the concurrency relation between places as needed to create new his-
tories in the unfolding procedure: in fact two places are concurrent —
and can be used in the construction of a new history — if and only if
their histories are consistent. The adopted solution is based on the idea
of defining a concurrency relation on pairs 〈condition, history〉 rather
than on places alone.

For what concerns the practical implementation of the system, reusing
an existing tool called Mora, derived from Mole [Mol] — a well proved
and standard tool for unfolding traditional Petri nets — and extended
with the support for reading contextual Petri nets and PR-encoding,
has been a starting point. The parts related to the reading of the input
net and the data structure used to represent the original net are kept
identical. A strength has been made to document the existing code
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1.7 structure of this thesis

with standard tools such as doxygen and extend it with other clever
algorithms and data structures for the unfolding.

The language chosen for the unfolding is pure C, partly due to the
need of reuse of pieces of the current implementation, partly to make
a fair comparison between the existing and the new tools.

1.7 structure of this thesis

This thesis will present the study of the implementation of the algo-
rithm and the result of some tests on the product.

In Chapter 2 the reader will find the list of requirements for the
implementation of the software and the design, that is the layout of
the solution in terms of algorithms and data structures.

The notes on the implementation, choices and problems found dur-
ing the work are presented in Chapter 3, together with some tests.

At the end the thesis — Chapter 4 — reports some considerations
on the implementation, possible future works and expansions of the
project.
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2
R E Q U I R E M E N T S A N D D E S I G N

As briefly described in Chapter 1, a change of point of view is nec-
essary for a good implementation of the algorithm. This chapter will
present the requirements for the software product and then present the
theoretical notions and the algorithms that have been implemented in
the tool.

2.1 software requirements

Table 1 lists all the requirements of the product.

Functional
rf1 Compute the unfolding of a contextual Petri Net Must
rf1.1 Using BCKS Must
rf1.2 Using the already existing PR-encoding May
rf2 Read a c-net in the form of a PEP LL-NET file Must
rf3 Produce usable output Must
rf3.1 Produce a dot-compatible output Must
rf3.2 Save the output in PEP LL-NET format Should
rf3.3 Convert an LL-NET to a dot file May

Quality
rq1 Optimization of the algorithm Must
rq1.1 Adequate orders May
rq2 Parametrization of the algorithm Must

Constraint
rc1 Integration with graphviz suite Must
rc2 Reuse of the original tool Must
rc2.1 Use of C programming language Should
rc2.2 Be comparable with the original tool Must
rc3 Cross-platform, at least POSIX compliant Must
rc4 Documentation Must

Table 1: Table of requirements, classified as functional, quality and
constraint; the last column shows if the requirement must, should or
may be met.

2.1.1 Functional

rf1 – Compute the unfolding of a contextual Petri Net

This is an explicit requirement of the software system: it must compute
the unfolding of a contextual Petri net directly, without resorting to an
encoding.

rf1.1 – Using BCKS

The software system must be able to apply the BCKS unfolding algo-
rithm to the read net.

15



requirements and design

rf1.2 – Using the already existing PR-encoding

The software system should also use the already existing implementa-
tion Mora, which encodes the contextual Petri net into a non contextual
one and then compresses the result back to a contextual unfolding.

rf2 – Read a c-net in the form of a PEP LL-NET file

It must read a contextual Petri net from a PEP LL-NET file, with the
contextual extension. This file format is widely used for Petri nets, and
assures that this tool is compatible with other tools used for managing
these nets.

rf3 – Output

The system must produce an output, that can be saved to a file or
piped to another program, such as graphviz for graph visualization or
other tools for net analysis.

rf3.1 – Produce a dot-compatible output

It must produce a dot compatible output. Dot format is very useful
to graphically display the contextual Petri net through the graphviz
software suite.

rf3.2 – Save the output in PEP LL-NET format

It should also save the unfolding into a PEP LL-NET file back again:
this kind of format is a usable input for other programs that analize
Petri nets.

rf3.3 – Convert an LL-NET to a dot file

The LL-NET file may be converted to a dot graph: this assures that
also the input nets can be displayed with the graphviz suite.

2.1.2 Quality

rq1 – Optimization of the algorithm

The algorithm must be optimized with the use of algorithms with good
asymptotic or amortized complexity.

rq1.1 – Adequate orders

The use of adequate orders assures that in many cases the produced
net is exponentially smaller than the net created by the computation
without adequate orders. Being independent with respect to the core
of the algorithm, this feature can be added afterwards.

rq2 – Parametrization of the algorithm

The algorithm should be parametrized on the functions used to detect
cut-offs and to produce the output.

16



2.1 software requirements

The parametrization on cut-off detection makes it able to compare
different orders that produce outputs of different sizes. It makes the
tool useful to study, compare and try adequate orders for contextual
Petri nets.

Parametrizing the software product on the output function makes
the system useful to see the results and analize them with other tools.
It also makes the software product format-independent: if other for-
mats will become more useful, providing input and output functions
for them should be painless.

2.1.3 Constraint

rc1 – Integration with graphviz suite

The graphviz suite is a graph visualization suite that provides some
tools and algorithms for graph visualization. It is necessary that the
software system works well with it, to make input and output readable
and analyzable by humans.

rc2 – Reuse of the original tool

An existing tool, Mora, is made in C programming language. The
software systems that applies BCKS for unfolding contextual Petri nets
must extend and modify this tool.

rc2.1 – Use of C programming language

The use of a C-compatible programming language is a need for the
reuse of the existing tool. Also C++ may be used, but C is preferred
for rc2.2.

rc2.2 – Be comparable with the original tool

The new tool must be comparable with the existing tool in terms of
performance.

rc3 – Cross-platform, at least POSIX compliant

The software system must be cross-platform. Compatibility with Unix
systems is necessary (i.e. Linux, Mac OS X). Windows compatibility is
desirable.

rc4 – Documentation

The system must be documented in all its parts, from the algorithms
used to the single functions implemented. The use of automatic tools
to produce usable documentation must be considered.

17



requirements and design

2.2 design

The proposed implementation for the unfolder does not use the con-
cepts of conflict and consistency as described in [BCKS08], but keeps
the concurrency relation between pairs of conditions and histories —
〈b, Hb〉 — which is equivalent to the former.

All the needed notions, algorithms and data structures used for
the implementation are presented in this section. To understand the
theoretical concepts upon which this solution is based, see the above-
mentioned article.

2.2.1 Concurrency relation

Intuitively, when the relation of concurrency is expressed between
pairs of conditions and histories, we can create a new history H for
an event e — new or already present in the unfolding — by suitably
combining histories for other conditions in •e∪ e, in a way that the set
of pairs 〈place, history〉 is pairwise concurrent.

To comprehend this new point of view we must introduce some
syntax:

1. an event e has one or more histories, called Hist(e);

2. an history H ∈ Hist(e) determines an history ∀b ∈ e• ∪ e:

• if b ∈ e•, H is called a causal history for b;
• if b ∈ e, H is called a read history for b;

3. then Histc(b) denotes the set of causal histories for b and Histr(b)
denotes the set of read histories;

4. the union of these two sets is the set of histories for b: Histc(b)∪
Histr(b) = Hist(b).

When unfolding, we must first decide how to construct a new his-
tory for an event e. An history is the union of an event e and other
histories from its predecessors:

He = e ∪
⋃

i
Hi s.t. Hi ∈ Hist(b), ∃b ∈ •e ∪ e

These histories must be pairwise concurrent, thus we need to:

• for each b ∈ •e choose one causal history in Histc(b) or a set of
read histories in Histr(b); note that the property of the elements
of the set being pairwise concurrent determines its cardinality;

• for each b ∈ e choose one causal history in Histc(b) (the reason
for it will be described afterwards).

Let’s define a concrete history for an event e the set of pairs 〈b, H〉
chosen according to the rules above, i.e.:

H = {〈b, Hb〉 | b ∈ •e ∪ e ∧ Hb ∈ Hist(b)}

which satisfies ∀b ∈ •e ∪ e, Xb = {Hb | 〈b, Hb〉 ∈ H}

1. ∀b ∈ •e ∪ e, |Xb| ≥ 1 (for each b, at least an history is chosen)

18



2.2 design
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Figure 7: an event that gets a new history from its •e ∪ e

2. ∀b ∈ •e, Xb ⊆ Histr(b) ∨ |Xb| = 1, i.e. at least a read history is
chosen, otherwise one causal history is chosen;

3. ∀b ∈ e, Xb ⊆ Histc(b) ∧ |Xb| = 1, i.e. for conditions in the con-
text, just one causal history can be chosen;

4. and is pairwise concurrent: ∀〈b1, H1〉, 〈b2, H2〉 ∈ H, 〈b1, H1〉co〈b2, H2〉.

Notice that conditions (2) and (3) follow from (4): in fact no causal
history Hc for b is concurrent to any of its read histories Hr, because if
Hr is not formed using Hc, no computation can contain two different
causal histories from the same condition and, if it is, it is impossible to
keep them both when forming a new history that consumes b, because
if we take Hc but not Hr then we discard a piece of history that actually
happened.

To form a new history H for an event e, the only sub histories we
can take for the conditions b′ in the context of e are causal histories,
otherwise we would retain that sequentialization on the readers which
is not desirable and that this approach tries to overcome.

2.2.2 Concurrency and quasi concurrency

As a new event e is enabled when all the conditions in the set •e∪ e are
pairwise concurrent and that fact depends on their history, it is clear
that the co-relation must be defined on the set of pairs 〈b, Hb〉. Further-
more, it is convenient not just to keep the relation of concurrency but
also another relation, here called qco or quasi-concurrent, and the rea-
son for this is the following: consider a net like in Figure 7; an history
〈b, H〉 that is necessary for s, is chosen as a component of H1. The same
applies for H2. As we see from the co-relation two histories 〈b1, Hb1〉,
〈b2, Hb2〉 are concurrent ⇐⇒ ∀ ∈ 〈bi, Hbi

〉 ∈ H2, 〈b1, Hb1〉co〈bi, Hbi
〉.

But as we see from the figure, 〈b1, Hb1〉¬co〈b, Hb〉, since 〈b, Hb〉 is one
of its components. So we must introduce a new relation (asymmetric,
as we see now).

concurrency 〈b, H〉co〈b′, H′〉 ⇐⇒ H and H′ are consistent and
after their execution b and b′ are both marked.

quasi-concurrency 〈b, H〉qco〈b′, H′〉 ⇐⇒ H and H′ are consi-
stent and 〈b, H〉 is read in the history H′ but not consumed.

The qco-relation leads to an important advantage: it assumes that
when a transition reads a place, it is not relevant if another transition

19



requirements and design

read it before or after. Thus a read history for a condition in the un-
folding is not directly concurrent with the causal history that was used
to form it, but is concurrent with all the other read histories for the
same condition that were formed using the same causal history, and
this does not make any distinction on the order in which the readings
took place: a new history for an event that consumes the condition is
constructed as a flat set of the used sub-histories.

The two definitions of concurrency and quasi-concurrency are pre-
sented here:

concurrency 〈b, H〉co〈b′, H′〉 ⇐⇒

1. b′ /∈ •eH∧
2. ∀b′′ ∈ •eH , ∀〈b′′, H′′〉 ∈ H, 〈b′′, H′′〉co〈b′, H′〉
3. ∀b′′ ∈ eH , ∀〈b′′, H′′〉 ∈ H, 〈b′′, H′′〉(qco ∪ co)〈b′, H′〉

quasi-concurrency 〈b, H〉qco〈b′, H′〉 ⇐⇒

1. b′ /∈ •eH∧
2. ∀b′′ ∈ •eH ∪ eH , ∀〈b′′, H′′〉 ∈ H, 〈b′′, H′′〉(co ∪ qco)〈b′, H′〉∧
3. ∃b′′ ∈ •eH ∪ eH , ∃〈b′′, H′′〉 ∈ H, 〈b′′, H′′〉qco〈b′, H′〉

However, during the construction of the unfolding, the sets of con-
current and quasi-concurrent pairs for a given pair 〈b, H〉 cannot be
efficiently constructed by traversing all the structure each time a pair
gets inserted. To efficiently compute these sets we must introduce two
new, constructive rules, equivalent to the formers, that use only the
already computed sets in the predecessors of H.

2.2.3 Keeping the co and qco relations up to date

During the unfolding, when we add a new history He for an event e,
the conditions in e• ∪ e get a new pair 〈b, He〉. Let He =

⋃
i〈bi, Hbi

〉, let
b be a condition in e• ∪ e that gets this new history. When we add the
new pair 〈b, He〉 to the unfolding we must decide what is concurrent
and quasi-concurrent to it.

The following sets cob[H] and qcob[H] — the sets of pairs 〈b′, H′〉
concurrent and quasi concurrent, respectively, to the pair 〈b, H〉— are
derived from the definition of concurrency and quasi concurrency:

Concurrency

cob[H] ={〈b′, H′〉 | b′ /∈ •eH ∧
∀b′′ ∈ •eH , ∀〈b′′, H′′〉 ∈ H, 〈b′′, H′′〉co〈b′, H′〉 ∧
∀b′′ ∈ eH , ∀〈b′′, H′′〉 ∈ H, 〈b′′, H′′〉(co ∪ qco)〈b′, H′〉}

Quasi-concurrency

qcob[H] ={〈b′, H′〉 | b′ /∈ •eH ∧
∀b′′ ∈ •eH ∪ eH , ∀〈b′′, H′′〉 ∈ H, 〈b′′, H′′〉(co ∪ qco)〈b′, H′〉 ∧
∃b′′ ∈ •eH ∪ eH , ∃〈b′′, H′′〉 ∈ H, 〈b′′, H′′〉qco〈b′, H′〉}

An equivalent, constructive definition of concurrency and quasi con-
currency sets, using intersections on the sets of predecessors for the
pair 〈b, H〉 instead of quantifiers, is the following:
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Concurrency

cob[H] =
⋂

b′′∈ •eH , 〈b′′ ,H′′〉∈H

cob′′ [H
′′]

∩
⋂

b′′∈eH , 〈b′′ ,H′′〉∈H

(cob′′ [H
′′] ∪ qcob′′ [H

′′])

\ {〈b′′, H′′〉|b′′ ∈ •eH} ∪ {〈b′′, H〉|b′′ ∈ e•H}

Quasi-concurrency

qcob[H] =
⋂

b′′∈ •eH∪eH , 〈b′′ ,H′′〉∈H

(cob′′ [H
′′] ∪ qcob′′ [H

′′])

∩
⋃

b′′∈ •eH∪eH , 〈b′′ ,H′′〉∈H

qcob′′ [H
′′]

\ {〈b′′, H′′〉|b′′ ∈ •eH}

An algorithm that computes the concurrency of a pair 〈b, H〉 added
to the unfolding with the insertion of an enriched event 〈e, He〉 should:

1. do the computations of cob[H] and qcob[H], equal for every pair
〈b, H〉 s.t. b ∈ e• ∪ e;

2. assign it to each pair 〈b, H〉 s.t. b ∈ e• ∪ e and update the reverse
direction of co, inserting for each 〈b′, H′〉 ∈ cob[H] the pair 〈b, H〉
in co_privateb′ [H′].

2.2.4 Managing histories, co and qco-relation

Order

As unfolding a net requires doing continuous intersections between
sets of elements (places and transitions), it is clear that ordering these
sets should greatly improve the performance of execution. Comput-
ing the intersection of two unordered sets requires O(n2), while or-
dering a set and then computing the intersection requires O(n log n)
and O(n), respectively; so the intersection of two ordered sets costs
O(n log n + n) which has a lower asymptotic complexity than O(n2).
Moreover, ordering most of these sets is done once as they become
immutable after being created, so doing intersections costs O(n log n)
at the time of creation, and m ·O(n) for m operations on the set; much
less than doing m operations that cost O(n2). Refer to [THCS01] for
more detailed studies about ordering and set management.

A proposed ordering ≺ for these elements is simply the order of
their position in memory. So bi ≺ bj ⇐⇒ bi < bj treated as pointers.

Clear consequence of these considerations is that the sets that need
this functionality must be stored in randomly accessible data struc-
tures, i.e. an array.

Add an history

When adding a new history to an event of the unfolding, the algorithm
must update the co-relation for concurrent pairs of 〈b, H〉 (places and
histories), then compute the new possible extensions arising from the
insertion of these places. Algorithm 1 realizes in pseudo-code what
has just been described.
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Algorithm 1 Adding an history to the unfolding.
procedure AddHistory(〈e, He〉) . He = e ∪⋃

i Hei
if e /∈ E then . in case e is not in unfolding, add e plus its

postset
E← E ∪ e
postset← ∅
for all s ∈ im(e)• do

postset← postset ∪Condition(s)
end for
e• ← postset
B← B ∪ postset

end if
Add(hist[e], He)

co_common←
⋂

b′′∈ •eH , 〈b′′ ,H′′〉∈H

cob′′ [H
′′]

∩
⋂

b′′∈eH , 〈b′′ ,H′′〉∈H

(cob′′ [H
′′] ∪ qcob′′ [H

′′])

\ {〈b′′, H′′〉|b′′ ∈ •eH}

qco ←
⋂

b′′∈ •eH∪eH , 〈b′′ ,H′′〉∈H

(cob′′ [H
′′] ∪ qcob′′ [H

′′])

∩
⋃

b′′∈ •eH∪eH , 〈b′′ ,H′′〉∈H

qcob′′ [H
′′]

\ {〈b′′, H′′〉|b′′ ∈ •eH}

for all b ∈ e• ∪ e do
co_commonb[H]← co_common
qcob[H]← qco
for all 〈b′, H′〉 ∈ co_commonb[H] do

Add(co_privateb′ [H′], 〈b, H〉)
end for

end for
UpdatePE(〈e, H〉)

. add mark[H] to the hash table of already reached markings
Add(markings, mark[H])

end procedure
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b1 b2 . . . bi . . . bn

? ? ? ?
H1

b1

H2
b1

H3
b1

H4
b1

H1
b2

H1
bi

H2
bi

...

Hm
bi

H1
bn

H2
bn

H3
bn

Figure 8: Co-structure

Data structures

A proposed data structure, shown in Figure 8, for managing the sets
of concurrent pairs 〈b, H〉 for a given couple when it gets inserted in
the unfolding is described here.

Each condition that has an history in co relation with 〈b, Hb〉 is repre-
sented in the array co_commonb[H] as an occurrence of the condition
bi associated with another array for the set of histories H1

bi
, H2

bi
, . . . , Hn

bi

s.t. 〈bi, H j
bi
〉 co 〈b, Hb〉.

Both arrays of conditions and histories are ordered on ≺. This order
permits the execution of operations like intersection, union and set
minus at O(n) as algorithmic complexity.

2.2.5 Update possible extensions

Given an order ≺ on the set ( •b)• ∪ •b, this procedure must insert in
the queue of pe every pair 〈e, He〉 (He = e ∪⋃

i Hi) s.t.:

1. Hi = H, ∃i, every new history added to the possible extensions
contains H as one of its direct predecessors;

2. Hi ∈ co_commonb[H] ∪ co_privateb[H] ∀i: all the predecessors for
the new history are in the list of concurrent histories;

3. let bi be the place from which Hi is chosen to be inserted in H;
if bi ∈ (•b)• ∪ •b ⇒ bi ≺ b: we must define an order in the
creation of the subsets that does not permit multiple insertions
of the same history in the possible extensions.

Algorithm 2 presents the procedure that does this computation.
However, not all histories found by this algorithm are really con-

current histories: consider the example in Figure 9. In this example
the pair 〈s, H〉 is used by both t1 and t2 to form an history for the
computation. So two histories are produced:

• one for s1 and s: H1 = t1 ∪ 〈s, H〉 ∪ . . . ;

• one for s2 and s: H2 = t2 ∪ 〈s, H〉 ∪ . . . .

These histories are said to be pairwise concurrent but, when the
procedure creates the histories for t when s3 gets inserted, it creates
among the others an history formed by 〈s3, H3〉 and 〈s, H1〉. No such
history can exist, because the two sub histories, respectively, do and
do not include the execution of t2.
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Algorithm 2 Update possible extensions
. 〈e, H〉 is the event added

. co is the co-relation for H common to e• ∪ e
procedure UpdatePE(〈e, H〉, co)

. Transitions enabled by the insertion of H in e
T ← im(e• ∪ e)• ∪ im(e• ∪ e)
for all t ∈ T do

if •t ∪ t ⊆ im(co) then
Choose all {B ⊆ co | im(B) = •t ∪ t} pairwise concurrent.
for all B do

if ∃ 〈b, H′〉 ∈ B s.t. H′ = H then
Add B to the queue of possible extensions.

end if
end for

end if
end for

end procedure

t1H1 t2 H2

t3 H3

t

s

〈s, H〉

〈s, H2〉〈s, H1〉
s1

〈s1, H1〉

s2 〈s2, H2〉

s3 〈s3, H3〉

s4

Figure 9: The case where the construction of possible extensions with
the algorithm UpdatePE fails.

In this example, the only good history for t is the following:

H = t ∪ 〈s, H1〉 ∪ 〈s, H2〉 ∪ 〈s3, H3〉

So the algorithm that computes the possible extensions must be com-
plemented with a final check needed to exclude undesired histories. It
is described as follows:

1. Mark Black all the conditions with a consumed read history;
mark Gray the read history for the same condition;

2. Whenever we find a pair 〈s2, H2〉 s.t. 〈s, H〉 ∈ H2 marked Gray and
read, check that 〈s, H2〉 is marked Black; otherwise the history
is not a possible extension.

It is conceivable to avoid this check by considering a notion of con-
currency which takes into account this phenomenon. This is, however,
out of the scope of this thesis.
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2.2.6 Accessory functions

Accessory functions, like cut-off detection, the marker for an history
and the algorithm that computes its size are presented hereafter.

Cut-off detection

The proposed idea for cut-off detection is keeping an hash table for
each marking of the histories inserted in the unfolding. An appropriate
hash function is presented in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Hash function for the histories
function Hash(mark)

sum← 0
for s ∈ mark do

sum← sum + s . s is treated as a pointer
end for
hash← bm(sum · A mod 1)c . multiplication method,

. see [THCS01]
return hash

end function

So, checking whether an history is a cut-off or not means trying to
see if its marking is already present in the hash table that collects the
markings of the inserted histories; if an history with the same marking
is already present in the unfolding, it is necessary to apply an order1

to see whether the new history is a cut-off or not. Algorithm 4 does
the check.

Algorithm 4 Cut-off detection
function CutOff(H)

if Mark(H) ∈ markings and
@ H′ s.t. mark[H′] = mark[H] ∧ size[H′] < size[H] then
return True

else
return False

end if
end function

Marking of a configuration

There are several ways of computing the marking of a configuration:
by storing it in memory and then compute a new marking from the
markings of its predecessors (as shown in the algorithm described be-
low), by computing the postset of all transitions of the configuration
minus their preset plus the initial marking m0.

Algorithm 5 computes the marking from the markings of its prede-
cessors, whereas Algorithm 6 computes the marking from scratch2.

However, computing the size of an history requires traversing the
entire data structure, so both tasks can be done together in one passage,

1 The simplest order applicable is on the size of histories; a class of orders has been
studied — called adequate orders — and is applicable to contextual Petri nets.

2 Note that this algorithm must be implemented, for the structure of histories being lists
of predecessors, as a recursive function
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Algorithm 5 Marking from predecessors’ markings
function Mark(H) . H = e ∪⋃

i Hi, ∀Hi mark[Hi] is already set.
return e• ∪⋃

i mark[Hi] \• e
end function

Algorithm 6 Marking from scratch
function Mark(H)

mark← m0 . let m0 be the initial marking.
for all e ∈ H do

mark← mark⊕ im(e)•
end for
for all e ∈ H do

mark← mark	 •im(e)
end for
return mark

end function

without increasing the complexity of these procedures and simplifying
the algorithm. For this reason, Algorithm 6 has been chosen.

Cardinality of a History

As we see from the two Petri nets in Figure 10, while for (a) the cardi-
nality of Ht4 is the exact sum of Ht3 and Ht2 , the cardinality of Ht3 in
the (b) is 4, that is not the sum of the dimensions of Ht1 and Ht2 .

So computing |H|, H = e∪⋃
i Hi with the formula 1 + ∑

i
|Hi| doesn’t

give the real size of the history, but only an upper bound of it, which
is not a useful information.

s6

t4

s4 s5

t2

s2

t0

s0

t3

s3

t1

s1
s0

t0

s1

t1 t2

s2 s3

t3

s4

Figure 10: (a) a Petri net where the cardinality of a history is the sum
of the cardinality of its components plus 1; (b) a Petri net where this is
not true.

Size and marking

A procedure to compute the size and the marking of an history at the
same time is described in Algorithm 7.

The procedure SizeMarkRec(H, P) does a depth first search to count
just the elements only once: when it encounters an already visited
event it just ignores it, otherwise it counts the enriched event and its
histories and marks its history Black. A cleanup procedure — Clean-
Flag(H) — is necessary to reset the flags field set dirty by the algo-
rithm.
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Algorithm 7 Size and marking computed by traversing the tree of pre-
decessors of H

procedure SizeMark(H) . H = e ∪⋃
i Hi

“allocate Parikh vector P for the original Petri net”
size← 1
for all Hi do

size← size + SizeMarkRec(Hi, P)
end for
mark← m0 . m0 is the initial marking of the c-net
for j← 1 to size[P] do

if P[j] > 0 then
mark← mark⊕ P[j] · t•j
mark← mark	 P[j] · •tj

end if
end for
CleanFlag(H)
size[H]← size, mark[H]← mark

end procedure

function SizeMarkRec(H, P) . H = e ∪⋃
i Hi

if color[H] 6= Black then
color[H]← Black

P[im(e)]← P[im(e)] + 1
return 1 + ∑i SizeMarkRec(Hi, P)

else
return 0

end if
end function

function CleanFlag(H)
color[H]←White

for all Hi do
if color[Hi] = Black then

CleanFlag(Hi)
end if

end for
end function
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2.2.7 Unfolding the net

The procedure for unfolding a contextual Petri net proposed in [BCKS08]
is the following:

initialization : Let Fin ← m′ and let χFin be the empty function.
An event t = 〈Mp, Mc, t〉 is enabled in Fin whenever conc(Mp ∪
Mc).
Now let pe ← {〈t, Ht〉 s.t. t is enabled in Fin ∧ Ht is an history
consistent with Fin}. Initially the only history of t is {t}.

loop : While pe 6= ∅ do: let 〈t, Ht〉 be the history with |Ht| minimal.
Remove this pair from pe and consider the prefix Fin′ obtained
by inserting 〈t, Ht〉 in Fin,i.e..

• if i is already present in Fin then add the history Ht to
χFin(t);

• otherwise add t to Fin and set χFin′(t)← Ht.

Then:

• If 〈t, Ht〉 is a local cut-off in Fin′, do nothing and leave Fin
unchanged.

• If 〈t, Ht〉 is not a local cut-off, set Fin← Fin′.
Consider all events t′ contained in Fin ∪ pe: whenever t′

has a new history Ht′ consistent with the updated prefix
Fin, arising from the insertion of Ht, then add 〈t′, Ht′〉 to
pe. (Note that a propagation phase is necessary to obtain all
new histories.)
If a new transition has been added to Fin, update pe by
adding all events t which have become enabled in Fin in the
last step together with all their histories consistent with Fin.

Algorithm 8, using all the procedures provided in this chapter, does
the unfolding as described.
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Algorithm 8 Unfolder
procedure Unfold(N) . N = 〈S, T, F, C, m0〉

. U = 〈B, E, FU , CU〉 is the unfolding
co_common← ∅ . Step 1: initialization
markings← ∅
for all s ∈ m0 do

b← Condition(s)
B← B ∪ b
co_common← co_common ∪ 〈b, ∅〉

end for
for all b ∈ B do

co_commonb[∅]← co_common
UpdatePE(〈b, ∅〉)

end for
. Step 2: loop

while pe 6= ∅ do
〈e, He〉 ← PopMin(pe)
if ¬CutOff(He) then . He is not a local cut-off

AddHistory(〈e, He〉)
end if

end while
end procedure
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3
I M P L E M E N T A T I O N A N D T E S T I N G

This chapter will present what has been done, the technological choices
for the implementation, notes on the implementation and some test
cases that have been tried.

As mentioned before, the software product has been implemented
reusing parts of a tool, Mora, which is in turn an extension of Mole [Mol],
an unfolder for traditional Petri nets.

3.1 technological choices

The preexisting software system, Mora, is an unfolder for contextual
Petri nets itself derived from another tool, Mole, which addresses the
non-contextual problem. Mora has added to Mole the capability of
reading contextual Petri nets and two algorithms needed for the un-
folding to take place:

• an encoder, which transforms the read contextual Petri net into a
traditional Petri net, with pointers to the contextual input;

• a compressor, which transforms the unfolding of the transformed
Petri net back into a contextual unfolding.

The Mora tool is written in C programming language, and mainly
uses structs and lists as chief data structures, which are particularly
easy to implement in such language.

The contextual unfolder, however, makes large use of dynamic ar-
rays and hash tables to memorize its information. Hash tables are
very useful to store sets of histories and to index co and qco relations
on histories for conditions and events, so an existing hash table im-
plementation has been chosen (rather than writing a new one from
scratch).

3.1.1 Programming language and libraries

The GLib2
1 hash table is a good implementation of general hash tables,

which permits to customize the hashing and comparison functions.
That is particularly good for storing the histories of the unfolding with
the reached marking as key.

The default functions — which hashes on pointers as keys — are
excellent solutions for the rest of the hash tables needed in the tool:
indexing on histories is as easy as giving the pointer to the history as
key.

The other useful structure, dynamic arrays, is constructed from scratch,
using an object oriented layout2 like that found in GLib2. The reason
for this choice is that C has no such structure in its standard libraries

1 GLib2 is provided along with GTK+ and is available at http://www.gtk.org/. Its
documentation is provided at the address: http://library.gnome.org/devel/glib/
stable/.

2 Such object orientation is found on the structure of the implementation: basically dy-
namic array is a data structure followed by a list of functions and procedures that act
like methods and need the “object” to work with as their first argument.
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and GLib’s implementation has not all the features needed, like inser-
tion without duplicates and ordered insertion. Also the co-structure,
which is a special structure of pointers to conditions and histories, is
implemented in an object oriented flavor.

The opportunity of using a more object oriented approach has not
been chosen, because the tool is more algorithm-centric than data-
centric and, to be able to compare the new tool with the original, re-
maining to pure C is good; however a certain degree of object orienta-
tion would have helped during the design of some structures: templates
would have been useful for generic structures like array of pointers
(doing that in C requires omitting types and using void type pointers,
thus losing this kind of enforcement), and having syntactical support
for object oriented paradigms would have helped.

3.1.2 Build tools, documentation and versioning

A set of tools has been used for development: the tools used count
a versioning system, a documentation generator and a cross-platform
build tool together with gcc as compiler.

Build tool: CMake

The choice of a cross platform build tool, to satisfy the requirement of
multi-platformness (rc4), fell to CMake3, a build tool able to produce
make files in various formats, from Unix Makefile to Visual Studio or
Xcode ones. CMake is an emerging tool, with a simple syntax (in con-
trast to the complex automake/autobuild syntaxes for Unix), of recent
adoption in a growing set of big open source projects like KDE. It was
chosen for its simple architecture and powerfulness (i.e. dynamically
linking to libraries is not a problem whichever platform is used).

Documentation tool: Doxygen

For the code documentation Doxygen4 served well, with a java-doc
style syntax and a rich set of features, like static analysis of the code
to generate caller and callee graphs and graphically represent data
structures, which revealed to be very useful during both studying the
existing tool and for coding, to have a good idea of the structure to
operate on.

The documentation is compiled in HTML form and is available in
the software package, or through compilation from sources. One nice
feature of this software is that, whatever the output format is, it is pos-
sible to use LATEX commands to produce good quality documentation.
This feature has been used to document functions that required to be
explained with the formalism used by the theory.

Versioning tool: Bazaar

Bazaar5, a DVCS6 tool has been used for versioning the code. The
choice of this tool is derived from the code hosting service, Launchpad

3 http://www.cmake.org/
4 http://www.stack.nl/~dimitri/doxygen/
5 http://bazaar-vcs.org/
6 Distributed version control system, a new kind of VCS where every node that works on

the software has a complete branch of the repository. Repositories are then synchronized
during the upload to the main server
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sponsored by Canonical, which has proved to be a great quality free
hosting platform for open source projects.

Debugging

Three tools have been used for debugging:

gdb : the GNU Debugger, is the official debugger for the GNU Com-
piler Collection, of which gcc7 is part;

valgrind : a memory debugger, which has been very useful for check-
ing memory bugs, endemic when programming with pure C
with dynamic memory allocation; the use of this program for
debugging gives a good degree of certainty that there are no
memory leaks and that the program does not try to get access to
the memory in incorrect ways;

electric fence : a tool made by Bruce Perence8 to check if the pro-
gram accesses regions of memory for which it has the correct
permissions.

IDE

The main problem arising from this kind of configuration for build
tools is that no stable IDE with support for all these still exists. KDe-
velop 4 which — at the time of writing — is still in beta, has been used
for the early stages of development and has support for both CMake
and Doxygen, but no support for versioning with Bazaar. While good
in features and support for the chosen tools, its beta status makes it
unusable as a stable platform for development.

Therefore the choice passed from KDevelop 4 to QtCreator 1.2, which
is a tool with good support for the development of Qt 4 applications
and, as the KDE suite adopted the CMake build system, is one of the
first tools to have also native support for CMake.

Test suite

The lack of support for unit tests in C and the effective complexity of
the used data structures made unit tests not adoptable. However, the
algorithmic nature of the software and the fact that in each procedure
the properties of both input and output are known suggest the use of
assertions to check the correctness of the code.

The GLib2 library has an assertion procedure implementation useful
to check and find errors in the code. The main procedures have been
tested for their desired properties and this approach, while having the
drawback of needing a good and wide set of test inputs, gives more
value for this program than testing single procedures with specific
inputs without context.

3.2 development

During the work, all compulsory requirements have been met. The
software system computes the unfolding of contextual Petri nets us-

7 The GNU C Compiler
8 Also the author of “The Cathedral and the Bazaar”, an essay in which he analyzes the

software development model of open source projects comparing it with the ones used
in closed source projects. This book inspired the name of the DVCS “Bazaar”.
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ing BCKS algorithm. It reads and produces PEP LL-NET files, which
are a standard syntax for Petri nets; it also produces dot compatible
output and, with a converter utility provided within the package, is
also able to produce dot files from PEP LL-NET ones. The algorithm
is optimized with support for adequate orders (a partial implemen-
tation of the order function found in Mora is provided) and through
the ordering of sets for set operations. It is parametrized on the output
function and parametrizable on the adequate order function for cut-off
detection (although only one implementation is provided).

It has preserved and improved platform independence, through the
use of platform independent make tools — CMake — and cross plat-
form libraries like GLib2. It is built upon the original software tool —
Mora — and is comparable with it: indeed it consumes the same input
(read functions have been kept unmodified as the data structures used
to store the original net in memory) and produces a similar output.
Performance comparisons have not been made, because the tested ex-
amples were too small for comparisons and because the complexity
of the new tool is far greater, in terms of used algorithms and data
structures than that of Mora. However, the asymptotic complexity of
the new tool is exponentially less than that of Mora, but this would
require bigger inputs to be appreciated.

The software is also documented from the design of the algorithms
to procedures and source code. The design has been documented in
Chapter 2 and the source code has been thoroughly documented in
every function and data structure through the use of Doxygen.

All non mandatory requirements, except rf1.2 that would require a
complete re-engineering of the source code, have been met.

Week Task Hours
1 Study of theoretical background 40

2 Study of theoretical background 40

3 Study of the existing tool 40

4 Design 30

5 Design 30

6 Implementation 40

7 Implementation 40

8 Tests and refinement 40

Total hours: 300

Table 2: Weekly and hourly schedule of the work

Week Task Hours
1 Study of theoretical background 40

2 Study of theoretical background 40

3 Study of the existing tool 40

4 Design 30

5 Design 30

6 Design and implementation 40

7 Implementation 30

8 Implementation 30

9 Tests and refinement 40

Total hours: 320

Table 3: Weekly and hourly consumption
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The time required for the work has been slightly greater than the
time planned: 320 hours have been used instead of the 300 planned.
Design required thirty hours more than expected, as the differences
between the pure theory and the theoretical concepts needed for an
efficient implementation were underestimated. Furthermore, pure C
development required some acclimatisation. Table 2 presents the plan
that was accepted before starting the stage. Table 3 shows the hour
consumption at the end of the stage.

3.3 tests and results

This section will present some relevant examples and their execution,
showing the properties of the algorithm being respected.

3.3.1 Simplest

The simplest example to test is shown in Figure 11. It has two transi-
tions, t0 and t1, one of which has a read arc to the place in the preset
of the other. The unfolding will be a net that is isomorphic with the
original one; the only interesting feature of this net is that, during the
unfolding, t1 gets two possible histories: {t0, t1} and {t1}.

In fact the unfolder outputs three histories for this net:

1. H[e0] = {e0},

2. H[e1] = {e1, e0},

3. H[e1] = {e1},

and thus this test correctly works.

s0

t0

s0'

s1

t1

s1'

e1 (t1)

b3 (s1')

e0 (t0)

b2 (s0')

b1 (s0)b0 (s1)

Figure 11: Simple example

3.3.2 Two read arcs

Another interesting test to submit to the unfolder is shown in Figure 12:
it is similar to the preceding, but now t has two read arcs.

The expected result for this test is a net — identical to the original
as in the first example — in which t has four histories: only t executed,
{t, t0}, {t, t1} and {t, t0, t1}.

As expected, the histories that the unfolder produces, are the follow-
ing:
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s0

t0

s0'

s

t1t

s'

s1

s1'

e1 (t1)

b4 (s1')

e0 (t0)

b3 (s0')

e2 (t)

b5 (s')

b1 (s)b0 (s1) b2 (s0)

Figure 12: A contextual Petri net showing two transitions, t0 and t1,
that are read from a third transition t.

1. H[e1] = {e1};

2. H[e0] = {e0};

3. H[e2] = {e2};

4. H[e2] = {e2, e1};

5. H[e2] = {e2, e0};

6. H[e2] = {e2, e1, e0}.

3.3.3 Two read arcs, excluding each other

While in the example just shown e2 — whose image is t in the original
net — gets four histories, in the following, which removes a condition
to the preceding, it gets just three histories. In fact, there is no possible
history with both t0 and t1, as they share the same place in their preset,
s0.

Thus t will not get {t0, t1, t} but all the other histories for it are
preserved.

s0

t0t1

s0'

s

t

s's1'

e1 (t1)

b3 (s1')

e0 (t0)

b2 (s0')

e2 (t)

b4 (s')

b1 (s0) b0 (s)

Figure 13: A contextual Petri net showing two transitions, t0 and t1,
that are read from a third transition t. However, in contrast to the
example in Figure 12, the execution of t0 precludes the execution of t1,
and so we can never find both e0 and e1 in an history for e2.
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The histories printed by the unfolder are:

1. H[e1] = {e1};

2. H[e0] = {e0};

3. H[e2] = {e2};

4. H[e2] = {e2, e1};

5. H[e2] = {e2, e0}.
Also in this case the unfolder prints the correct output.

3.3.4 Condition in the middle

The strongest argument in favor to the implementation of a specific
algorithm for unfolding contextual Petri nets over the encoding used
by Mora is that the size of the generated structure and its histories is
frequently orders of magnitude less than that created by the unfolder.
The example in Figure 14 clearly shows this property.

s0

t0

s0'

s1

t1

s1'

mid

e1 (t1)

b4 (s1')

e0 (t0)

b3 (s0')

b1 (s1) b0 (mid) b2 (s0)

mid (c0)

t0 (e1)t1 (e2)

s1 (c1)

t1 (e3)

s0 (c2)

t0 (e4)

mid (c3) s0' (c4)mid (c5)s1' (c6)

mid (c7) s1' (c8) mid (c9) s0' (c10)

Figure 14: mid is read by both t0 and t1. (a) represents the original
net, (b) shows the unfolding using the new algorithm and (c) shows
the uncompressed output of the Mora unfolder — compressed output
is equivalent to what is found in (b).

The generated histories for this net are:

1. H[e0] = {e0};

2. H[e1] = {e1}.
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Figure 15: The unfolding, produced by Mora, of a net having a place
in the middle of three transition with a read arc to it.
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It is easy to notice that the size of the uncompressed output — where
the number of transitions is comparable to the number of generated
histories, and not the events present in the unfolding — is exponential
to the number of read arcs.

Furthermore, it adds sequentialization to the unfolding, which is
not a desirable feature and the new unfolder algorithm has not: for
this reason, the number of generated histories for this example is just
2, much less the number of events found in the unfolding made with
Mora.

Another net called mid3, present in the set of examples packaged
with the unfolder and shown in Figure 15, emphasizes this concept:
it is similar to the one found in Figure 14, but has three transitions
instead of two. The resulting unfolding produced by the Mora tool has
12 events — of which five are cut-offs — and 28 conditions, whereas
the unfolding made with the new algorithm, equivalent to the former,
has just three events, six conditions and three histories.

The comparison between the two algorithms clearly shows that —
in such situations — the unfolder presented in [BCKS08] has great ad-
vantages over the, although simpler, solution of encoding the original
net.

3.3.5 Transition precluded

This example (Figure 16) shows that, while the two transitions t0 and t1
seem to be concurrent, as they read eachother’s preset, they are actually
not: in fact if t0 fires, t1 will never fire, because the token in s0 needed
by t1 to be read is consumed. Viceversa, if t1 fires, t0 never will for the
same reason.

s0

t0 t1

s0'

t2

s1

s1'

s2

e0 (t0)

b2 (s0')

e1 (t1)

b3 (s1')

b1 (s0) b0 (s1)

Figure 16: The firing of t0 precludes the firing of t1 and viceversa, so
no event whose image is t2 is included in the unfolding.

The histories produced in output for this test are the following:

1. H[e1] = {e1};

2. H[e0] = {e0}.
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3.3.6 Cycle detected

The absence of cycles is one of the main advantages that the complete
and finite prefix has over the original contextual Petri net. This test —
Figure 17 — shows a net with a cycle, and its unfolding, with the cycle
being eliminated ad a cut-off event (e3) found.

s0

t0

s1

t1

s2

t2

s3

e1 (t1)

b3 (s3)

e0 (t0)

b2 (s2)

e2 (t2)

b4 (s0)

e3 (t0)

b1 (s0)

b0 (s1)

Figure 17: One of the simplest examples including a cycle.

Notice also that two histories are generated for e2. Here is the set of
histories inserted in the unfolding:

1. H[e0] = {e0};

2. H[e1] = {e1, e0};

3. H[e2] = {e2, e0};

4. H[e2] = {e2, e1, e0}.

Two cut-off histories are found for e3:

1. H[e3] = {e3, e2, e0};

2. H[e3] = {e3, e2, e1, e0}.

3.3.7 Concurrency test

The test represented in Figure 18 shows how the concept of concur-
rency is applied to places and enforces the relevant novelty introduced
by the algorithm proposed by [BCKS08] and here applied.

The unfolding has no duplicate events for t2, whereas Mora creates,
in the unfolding, an event that maps to t2 before the firing of t0, one
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s0

t0

s0'

t1

s0''

s1

s1'

t2

s2

e0 (t0)

b3 (s0')

e2 (t1)

b5 (s0'')

e1 (t2)

b4 (s2)b1 (s1)

b0 (s1')b2 (s0)

Figure 18: A more complex example to text concurrency relation.

that maps it after the firing of t0 and one after the firing of t1. This un-
folding, instead, is identical to the original net and contains the same
information of that provided by Mora, while being more compact.

The created histories show that all the information on possible exe-
cutions is preserved:

1. H[e0] = {e0}

2. H[e2] = {e2, e0}

3. H[e1] = {e1}

4. H[e1] = {e1, e0}

5. H[e1] = {e1, e2, e0}

6. H[e1] = {e1, e2, e0}

3.3.8 Complex example

The example shown in Figure 19 has six places and five transitions. It
has also two cycles and two read arcs to s1, one to s3.

The unfolding produced by this software product is, as expected,
equal to that produced by Mora.

The set of created histories is:

1. H[e1] = {e1}

2. H[e0] = {e0}

3. H[e2] = {e2, e1, e0}

4. H[e2] = {e2, e0}

5. H[e3] = {e3, e2, e0}

6. H[e3] = {e3, e2, e1, e0}
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s0

t0

s1

t1

t2

s2

s3

t3

s4

t4

s5

e2 (t1)

b5 (s4)

e0 (t0)

b3 (s3)

e1 (t2)

b4 (s5)

e3 (t3)

b6 (s0)

e4 (t4)

b7 (s2)

b1 (s1)b0 (s2) b2 (s0)

Figure 19: A complex example

7. H[e3] = {e3, e2, e1, e0}

8. H[e4] = {e4, e1, e2, e0}

One cut-off history is found for e3: H[e3] = {e3, e0}.
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4
C O N C L U S I O N S

Modeling concurrent systems is effective and intuitive with Petri nets:
no doubt they are an useful instrument for modeling many pheno-
menons, but their expressiveness often reveals to be a treacherous ob-
stacle. The model suffers the problem of state space explosion, but
this problem can be mitigated with the use of partial order techniques,
such as those based on unfolding semantics. Computing a finite and
complete fragment of the unfolding of the net reveals to be a major
target, so that model checking techniques can be applied to it.

The aim of this thesis is to study and implement an algorithm that
computes a finite and complete prefix of the unfolding for the con-
textual extension of Petri nets. The word “complete” here intuitively
means that the prefix contains, as far as reachability properties are
concerned, the same information of the full unfolding. Working with
contextual nets might allow to produce an unfolding that, for a certain
class of problems, is exponentially smaller than that produced by the
unfolding on traditional nets.

The work started with the study of Petri nets and their contextual
extension. This first step led to the understanding of the concept of
unfolding, of its finite and complete prefix and of the algorithm that
computes it.

Then an existing unfolder — Mora — which is a modified version
of the Mole unfolder, has been analyzed, in order to extract implemen-
tation choices from it and to detect the modifications needed in order
to develop a new unfolder working directly on contextual nets.

Another phase of study led to the definition of the concepts of con-
ditions enriched with histories, which are the basis for a definition of
a new notion of concurrency. This idea gives a new point of view for
the problem that is helpful to build an efficient implementation of an
unfolder for contextual Petri nets.

The final phase aimed at producing the first working prototype im-
plementation of an unfolder for contextual Petri nets that does not
encode the input back to non contextual Petri nets, thus having all the
advantages of the preservation of the context.

The comparison with Mora tool showed that this new approach
worked and has several advantages with respect to the solution based
on the encoding of the net.

Although an implementation for the unfolding algorithm has been
provided by this thesis, several open issues remain — some just techni-
cal and engineering, some more theoretical — which need to be further
investigated in order to show the advantages of this approach.

For the more theoretical-related projects we can list:

• the theoretical development of a completely formed basis for
what has been proposed by this design and implementation: this
is particularly important and may show better ways to imple-
ment an unfolder for contextual Petri nets;
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• the study of adequate orders, and relative advantages that they
have over the simple order on the size of histories.

The main practical work that is required for a comfortable imple-
mentation of other algorithms on top of this tool is the re-engineering
of the software in a way that provides a common input to different,
pluggable algorithms. This may also require a switch to a program-
ming language that provides facilities like templates, namespaces and
object orientation.

Finally, the practical proof that this approach works leads to the
consideration that it can also be applied to other, more complex for-
malisms — like graph rewriting — for which encoding is not viable as
a solution.
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